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Regional

Distance education more expensive than thought
Cost is one of the big issues facing higher education. Diminishing government funding has spiraled the expense of attending public colleges and
universities, which, in turn, has increased the debt
burden on students to more than a trillion dollars.
Facing this issue has become a national concern
for many politicians. State legislators and governors, as well as executives of some for-profit
education companies, have been pushing distance
education (mostly in the form of on-line courses)
as the solution.
However, many of us who have been watching
the development of these courses in our institutions have had our doubts not only about their
effectiveness, but also about the claim that they
will help to reduce the cost of attending college.
Now a report published just a few days ago are
confirming our suspicions. The report in question,
titled “WCET’s Distance Education Price and
Cost,” concludes that these courses end up costing
more than traditional courses. According to this
study, more than half (54.2 percent) of respondents report that distance students pay more
than on-campus students when tuition and fees
are added. About three-quarters (75.1 percent) of
institutions that participated in this study indicated that tuition was the same, but the added fees
continue to result in a higher price to students of
distance courses.
WCET stands for WICHE (Western Interstate
Commission for Higher Education) Cooperative
for Education Technologies. The very fact that this
organization, founded in 1989, has been advocat-
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ing for years the use of distance learning among
institutions of higher education makes the report
even more credible.
The study was conducted in 2016 and looked
at 197 survey respondents who are on the front
lines of offering distance courses. The authors
also conducted interviews with leaders who have
researched this issue to gain their insights on the
future of distance education.
Some of the basic questions asked included,
“What do you know about the price and cost of
distance education? What do you charge students? How much does the institution spend to
create these courses?” These questions reflected
the long-held assumption that the price paid by
students enrolled in distance courses is less than
courses taught on campus.
Further, the detailed questions asked during the
survey of distance education professionals asked
about the cost of 21 educational components in
four categories – preparing, teaching, assessing
students and supporting faculty and students
– involved in creating and delivering distance
courses. The results reveal that for 12 (57.1 percent) of the components, the respondents thought
there was no difference in the costs between
distance courses and traditional ones. Nine (42.9
percent) of the components respondents thought

that distance courses cost more, and, in some
cases, much more. More significantly, respondents
did not identify a single component of a distance
course at their institution that costs less than
delivering a traditional course.
One of the conclusions the authors of this report
made was, “It’s our belief that all parties involved
in setting the price for distance education courses
need a dose of the realities.”
To make things more complicated, now some
politicians are engaged in setting ceilings on the
price charged for distance courses. In Florida, the
state legislature created “University of Florida
Online,” which is mandated to charge a price that
is 25 percent lower than on-campus offerings.
The governor capped the distance education fees
and even threatened to eliminate them. What this
does is to introduce an artificial and distorting
financial factor that sets up the whole enterprise
to fail, given that it artificially imposes prices that
have nothing to do with the real cost of providing
those courses.
Another disrupting factor in this whole picture
is the fact that when distance learning was created
in the early 18th Century, its original intent was
to overcome the barriers of place and time, not to
control costs.
Further, part of the political agenda of expanding the use of distance education is to reduce the
use of faculty, not only because most of the budget of institutions of higher education goes into
personnel, but also because it is a way to weaken
a system that many politicians see with suspicion

– including such unique characteristics as tenure,
sabbaticals, research expectations and the like.
Many of these politicians see those peculiarities as
a waste of resources.
Yet, this report clearly shows that on-line learning does not lower costs, but rather increases
them.
To the issue of cost we need to add the fact that –
as many studies have shown – distance education
is not right for everybody. Only students who are
already well educated and have financial means
tend to do well.
Do the results of this study mean that there is no
place for distance education in colleges and universities? Not necessarily. It should be an option,
particularly for students who live in rural areas
far away from traditional campuses or for people
who already have a job and whose only opportunity to attend college is by taking online courses.
Based on both cost and effectiveness, distance
education is not the panacea for the many financial
woes facing higher education today, problems that
have been caused by the lack of financial support
for public education. Further, we need to understand once and for all that education is a human
activity for which direct human contact is essential, particularly for those students who, because
of their socioeconomic background (financially
challenged, first-generation college students, etc.)
need that direct human intervention.
It is time to look at the numbers and make
well-informed decisions when it comes to the illusion that this “technological fix” is the answer to

Missouri prison employees
slam work environment
JEFFERSON CITY, Mo. (AP)
— An employee says working in
Missouri's troubled prisons is like
"walking into hell."
Northeast Correctional Center
storekeeper Travis Case told a panel
of House lawmakers Thursday that
prisons are plagued by unfair hiring, little accountability and vague
policies that allow for abuse.
House lawmakers are investigating after the Kansas City alternative weekly The Pitch reported

on harassment and discrimination
claims by prison employees. Some
say they were retaliated against.
The paper reported the state's
paid more than $7.5 million in related settlements and judgments from
2012 to 2016.
Farmington
Correctional
Center corrections officer Lt.
Jason Horn told the House panel
that poor treatment of employees
has led to low morale and high
turnover.
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Chase Wernex speaks at a recent Rotary Club meeting.

Wernex earns Rotary Club recognition
For the Intelligencer
This February, the Edwardsville Rotary Club
honored Edwardsville High School student
Chase Wernex with the Student of the Month
Award. Nominated by Mrs. Terry Menz, Wernex
has excelled in his academics all throughout his
high school career. Many of his achievements
include awards such as the Do The Right Thing
Award, placing 4th in Dynamic Planet at the
Illinois Science Olympiad State Competition,
placing 1st in Astronomy and Game-On in the
Illinois Science Olympiad Regional Competition,
as well as being an Illinois State Scholar for
2017-18. Even more, Wernex is a member of the

National Honor Society at Edwardsville High
School and has been in the High Honor Roll for
every quarter of high school.
In addition to Wernex’s academics, he is also
heavily involved in extracurricular activities.
Trebuchet Team, Science Club, Science
Olympiad Team, French Club, and Key Club are
just some of the clubs that Wernex participates
in. Furthermore, Wernex holds the position of
President of the EHS Computer and Robotics
Team and has also conducted a research project
for the 2017 IJSHS Science Symposium. Aside
from his academics and extracurriculars, Wernex
enjoys drumming, reading, model rocketry, computer science, and amateur astronomy.
After graduating from Edwardsville High

School, Wernex would like to study Astronautical
Engineering at Mississippi State University
then pursue a Master’s degree in Astronautical
Engineering. However, Wernex’s ultimate career
goal is to work as an engineer designing extra-orbital craft to mine the asteroid belt and to put a
man on Mars.
The Edwardsville Rotary recognizes a student each month between September and April.
Each May, the Edwardsville High School staff
chooses one of the monthly winners to receive
the Edwardsville EHS Rotary Scholarship for
$1,500. Since 1996, the Edwardsville Rotary Club
has awarded several outstanding and deserving
students this award with more than $26,500 in
scholarships to date.

Class helps build strength, confidence
By CHRISTOPHER HEIMERMAN
The (Dixon) Telegraph
DIXON, Ill. (AP) — Amanda
Jensen is getting to know a part of
herself all over again.
The 21-year-old, born with spina
bifida, is one of six Dixon High
School students who get memberships at the Dixon Family YMCA
through the Lee County Special
Education Association. It's part of
a second-year class that focuses on
helping disabled 18- to 22-year-olds
transition from student to adulthood.
As Jensen pumped with her arms
on the StepOne handicapped-accessible machine, her legs fired like
pistons, further unlocking long-forgotten muscles.
Tears welled up in her eyes - bittersweet tears.
"It's a mix of both - happy and
sad," she said. "I hadn't had this
feeling for so long. The last time I
noticed the strength in my legs - I
mean really noticed the strength was a good 5 or 6 years ago."
Over the years, spina bifida, a
birth defect in which the membranes
and backbone around the spinal cord
don't close completely, has stolen the
strength and sensitivity in Jensen's
feet and lower legs. As an infant, she
had to have surgery that basically

severed her spinal cord. She had a
walker at age 5, then went to crutches before needing to transition to a
wheelchair.
"The paralysis got worse and
worse through the years," she said.
Her 30 surgeries - six of them
specifically on her spinal cord - have
done little to help.
"Nothing has really done any
good," she said. "I've made it through
a lot, and my teachers know. I've
talked a lot about it."
Kevin Hendley, in his first year
teaching the class, and the class' second-year aide, Nancy Kane, immediately noticed a change in Jensen
when she started using the StepOne,
which arrived in mid-November.
The Sterling-Rock Falls Y also recently got one of the machines, manufactured by SCIFIT.
Kane, who's worked with the
Lee County Special Education
Association for 19 years, makes the
rounds each Monday to make sure
none of the students are experiencing issues.
"She told me, 'I can feel it,'" Kane
said, remembering the first time
Jensen used the StepOne. "She was
so excited about it."
"Once she strapped in, she just lit
up," Hendley said.
Jensen and her classmates also
use three handicapped-accessible
circuit-training strength machines -

for chest press, shoulder press and
lat pulldown. The rest of the circuit's
machines are accessible for some,
too, with wide enough gaps between
them so a person can slide from a
wheelchair onto each machine's seat.
Hendley, 41, worked in Paw Paw
for 5 years through the association
before hearing about the transition
class opportunity, which he jumped
on. He's figuring out some things as
he goes, and leans heavily on Kane's
experience.
"She's had the benefit of seeing
things that worked, and things that
did not work, and thinking of how
to tweak them," Hendley said.
The class is in a mock apartment,
where students learn to set up a
budget, grocery shop, cook, find
jobs, fill out applications, all that
sort of stuff.
Health and fitness is not to be
overlooked in preparation for life
after school. Hendley said.
"It's not just strength and cardio,
either," he said. "We've talked a lot
about flexibility, and how important
it is as you age, being able to reach
up and get something from the top
shelf. If you don't have shoulder
flexibility, you're not going to be
able to do those things as you get
older."
He can speak from experience.
He's dropped 64 pounds since July
1 - "mostly from working out with

the C."
"It's made a huge difference," he
said. "Instead of laying around on
the couch, knowing there's things to
do, but you don't have the energy
to do them. You're almost antsy,
ready to go, waking up earlier in the
morning feeling good."
Students with disabilities are
guaranteed a public education until
age 22, so Jensen admits she's feeling some anxiety in her last year.
"It's kind of scary," she said. "I'm
nervous looking into my future.
Luckily, I'm not fully unaware of
what I'm doing. I've got a plan."
She wants to go into special education, and plans to start her journey toward a degree at Sauk Valley
Community College.
That big StepOne machine was
kind of intimidating at first blush,
too.
"Not knowing what it would be
like to use my legs - I don't get to
use my legs as much - was kind of
nerve-wracking," she said. "But feeling that strength start to come back
is just incredible.
"It may seem intimidating, but
it really isn't, especially with how
far you'll come, and how you'll see
your results in the end."
So, college? Bring it on.

Hourly attendance prizes will be featured, along with two larger prize
drawings with a value of $100 each.
The proceeds will benefit cancer research, education and patient care.
Wiemers said following the vendor fair will be the 10th Anniversary Gala
Dinner, Dance & Auction on Saturday, March 25 at the American Legion in
Edwardsville, which will also be donated to cancer research.
“We charge the vendors a table fee and the vendors all donate an item
to us. On March the 25, we are having our big dinner dance and auction
where we raise the most money that day. So for the vendor fair itself, we
pay for the advertising and the signs, the hall rental; we don’t make a lot
that day but we get ours from the donations that the vendors give us for
the dinner dance and auction,” she said.
All attendees will also be given vendor bags, which will include advertisements from the vendors and other local businesses.
Stridin’ & Survivin’ originated in 2008 and is a 501(C)(3) non-profit
organization that is run by volunteers, donating funds to cancer research
each year.
For more information about the program, visit www.strivinandsurvivin.
org or search Stridin’ & Survivin’ on Facebook. For more information or
questions regarding the vendor fair, call 618-830-0339 or email info@stridinandsurvivin.org.
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Lane recalled that one of the two poems was “Double Dutch” by Gregory
Pardlo. “Which was an excellent choice for Maeve to demonstrate the
meaning and nuance of a lengthy and sophisticated poem,” Lane said.
“She is currently working on memorizing a third poem, which will only
come into play should she make the top five at state.”
Heumann and the regional competition runner-up, a student from
Freeburg High School, will compete at the state POL competition at the
Hoogland Center in Springfield on March 10.
The Illinois State Champion will receive $200 and an all-expenses-paid
trip with an adult chaperone to Washington, DC, to compete for the national championship. The Illinois State Champion’s school receives a $500 stipend for the purchase of poetry books. The Illinois first runner-up receives
$100 and $200 for his or her school.
In Illinois last year, 45 high schools and 3,673 students were a part of
Poetry Out Loud.
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During the Dec. 30 stop, Glen Carbon police searched the truck and
allegedly discovered “a digital scale with white residue, consistent with
that of methamphetamine,” according to a sworn statement accompanying
a search warrant. The residue was sent to the Illinois State Police Crime Lab
where it tested positive for meth, according to the statement.
Glen Carbon police also searched the house on Summit Avenue earlier
this month and allegedly found small amounts of a white residue and
assorted drug paraphernalia, according to court records.
After his arrest, Barton was jailed on $20,000 bail.
He was later released on a recognizance bond.
Barton faces a preliminary hearing Feb. 24 at the Madison County
Criminal Justice Center in Edwardsville.
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Griffin has been appointed as a special public defender in the case. Amy
does not have the resources to post a high bond, he wrote, though her family and friends “may be able to raise some funds to post as bail.”
The bail in this case should only be high enough to assure Amy’s
appearance for her court hearings and possible trial, he wrote, rather than
to keep her in jail.

